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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
GUARDRAILS FOR USE ON
HISTORIC BRIDGES: VOLUME 1—
REPLACEMENT STRATEGIES
Introduction
Bridges that are designated historic present a special challenge 
to bridge engineers whenever rehabilitation work or improve-
ments are made to the bridges. Federal and state laws protect 
historically significant bridges, and railings on these bridges can be 
subject to protection because of the role they play in aesthetics. 
Unfortunately, original railings on historic bridges do not typi-
cally meet current crash-test requirements and typically do not 
meet current standards for railing height and size of permit-
ted openings. The primary objective of this study is to develop 
strategies that can be used to address existing railings on historic 
bridges and to develop solutions that meet current design 
requirements. In addition to the modification, selection, and 
design of the bridge railing, the bridge deck is also impacted by 
changes made to the railing. Due to increased force levels recently 
required by AASHTO, deck overhangs must have significantly 
more reinforcement than in past practice. These increases are 
being realized on all bridge decks and may pose particular chal-
lenges for the attachment of railing to historic bridges. Therefore, 
a secondary objective of this project is to investigate the design of 
the deck overhang and determine whether reduced amounts of 
reinforcement are possible.
For Volume 1 (Replacement Strategies), three phases of research 
were conducted. First, an overview of current practice for addres-
sing historic bridge railings was performed. Second, an investiga-
tion was conducted to document historic bridge railings in Indiana. 
Finally, rehabilitation solutions were developed to address the 
specific bridge railings found in Indiana. Based on this research, 
three retrofit strategies were developed: inboard railing, curb 
railing, and simulated historic railing. These rehabilitation solu-
tions can be used to address historic bridge railings not only in 
Indiana, but also across the country.
For Volume 2 (Bridge Deck Overhang Design), experimental 
testing of half-scale and full-scale overhang specimens was con-
ducted, and the results were analyzed. Failures of in-service bridge 
railings were also evaluated. Based on this research, recommenda-
tions are provided for the more efficient and economic design of 
bridge deck overhangs which are applicable not only for historic 
bridges, but for all concrete bridge decks.
Findings
Volume 1: Replacement Strategies
Indiana’s historic bridge inventory was investigated to deter-
mine how many historic bridges remain in service as well as to
document the types and variety of historic railings in existence. As
of January 2014, 658 historic bridges remain in service in Indiana,
on which 61 different historic railings were identified. Of these,
7 railing types, along with bridges with no railing, constitute two-
thirds of the entire inventory. It is interesting that of the other
railings, 25 occur on only one bridge and 11 occur on only two
bridges. Therefore, 59% of the different railing types are unique.
Based on this analysis, research focused on addressing the most
common railings identified. However, an attempt was also made
to address as many of the unique railings as possible.
Three different options utilizing modern, previously crash tested
railings were identified to upgrade the railings on Indiana’s his-
toric bridges. The first option is to install a modern railing inside
the original railing. When this option is exercised, the original
railing may remain on a bridge. The second option is to install a
special inboard railing on the curb. This special railing, which can
be used if the bridge has a sidewalk, protects pedestrians on the
sidewalk and allows the original railing to be retained. The third
option is railing replacement. A collection of approved, crash-tested
railings developed by a number of states was used as a baseline to
design simulated railings to approximate the appearance of historic
railings.
Simulated railings were developed to cover a variety of historic
concrete and steel railings. These railings maintained the overall
structure and crash-resistant geometry of the base railing while
integrating geometric features of the historic railing. In all, it was
possible to simulate 42 of the historic railings existing in Indiana.
These railings cover 66.3% of all historic bridges in the state.
Three timber railing types, which were not considered in the scope
of this research, accounted for 8.4% of all historic bridges in the
state. Sixteen railing types did not possess a historic look, did
not possess acceptable geometry, or did not exemplify historic
craftsmanship. These railings accounted for 25% of all historic
bridges in the state.
Volume 2: Bridge Deck Overhang Design
Based on the experimental testing program, along with analysis
of the results, the following findings were made:
1. A diagonal tension failure in the deck overhang/barrier joint
is a potential failure mode. However, this failure mode is only
possible for very short bridge lengths (,30 ft) and will not
control the capacity of the overhang/barrier system of a
typical bridge deck.
2. The strength of the overhang/barrier wall system is controlled
by punching shear rather than the yield-line mechanism. This
finding is significant in that design of the overhang according
to AASHTO requirements is based on the yield line strength.
Reviews of in-service barrier impacts support the finding that
punching shear controls the capacity of the system, with field
failures producing the same failure surfaces as observed in the
laboratory.
3. Barrier impact loads are transferred to the bridge system
through the deck overhang over a large distribution length.
Load was found to be distributed to the overhang at least 10
times the horizontal loading dimension (Lt), significantly
larger than considered by current design provisions. Because
of this very effective distribution, there are significantly lower
demands on the overhang reinforcement from the barrier
impact force than considered using current design provisions.
Consequently, a significant reduction in transverse reinforce-
ment relative to that currently required by the AASHTO
design specification can be achieved.
Implementation
There are two primary targets for implementation of the results
of this research: recommendations regarding upgrading historic
bridge railings and recommendations regarding design of bridge
deck overhangs. The recommendations regarding bridge deck
overhang are generally applicable for both new and rehabilitation
projects.
Upgrading Railings
Through the use of the strategies developed in this research
program, it is possible to retain historic railing appearance for the
majority of historic bridges in Indiana. In many cases, it is also
possible to improve aesthetics. Most importantly, however, these
strategies allow for improvement in the safety of the traveling
public.
Bridge Deck Overhangs
It is recommended that the bridge deck overhang be designed
based on vertical forces. Considering the very effective lateral
force transfer to the overhang and the maximum applied lateral
force as limited through the punching shear capacity of the bar-
rier, design of the overhang to resist the lateral impact force is
not required. If the lateral impact force is to be considered, two
modifications from current design requirements as specified by
AASHTO are recommended:
1. Applied lateral force should be based on the lesser of the
punching shear strength of the barrier and the yield line strength.
2. The deck overhang distribution length should be considered
as 10Lt, where Lt is the longitudinal length of distribution of
impact force.
By implementing these recommendations, significant cost sav-
ings can be realized through the reduction of reinforcement requi-
red in the bridge deck overhang.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 auth-
orized the creation of the National Register of Historic
Places (NRHP). The passage of this law provided a legal
means for recognizing historic assets, including bridges.
The law also promoted awareness of preserving historic
bridges (NPS, n.d.). Historic bridges are characterized
by design philosophies, building techniques, and archi-
tectural styles that are uncommon today or sometimes
no longer used. Therefore, it is advantageous to preserve
historic bridges, which are considered rich cultural
icons.
Although historic bridges are visual reminders of
bygone eras, they generally do not meet current standards
for roadway width, structural adequacy, and railing stren-
gth (Buth, Haug, Menges, &Williams, 2004). Considering
railings in particular, the original railing on a historic
bridge is not likely to meet current crash test require-
ments. Historic bridge railings are also not likely to meet
current standards for railing height and size of permitted
openings.
1.2 Objective and Scope
The objective of this research is to develop a toolbox
of design and rehabilitation solutions that can be used
to improve the safety of a variety of existing railings
on historic bridges in Indiana without damaging the
aesthetic qualities or historic value of the bridges. This
research was conducted in three phases. First, current
practice for addressing historic bridge railings was
reviewed. Second, an investigation was conducted to
document and inventory historic bridge railings in
Indiana. Finally, rehabilitation solutions were developed
to address the specific historic bridge railings found in
Indiana.
2. REVIEW OF HISTORIC BRIDGE RAILING
PRACTICE
2.1 History of Railing Design Standards
The American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) has published bridge
design specifications since 1931, but the advent of
standard safety and strength requirements for bridge
railings occurred in the late 1980s (Barker & Puckett,
2013). Development of a set of standard strength and
safety requirements for bridge railings was necessary to
ensure the safe use of the nation’s bridges.
Since August 1986, the Federal Highway Administra-
tion (FHWA) has required bridge railings used on pro-
jects funded fully or partially with federal money to meet
full-scale crash-test criteria (FHWA, 1997). The National
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP; Ross,
Sicking, Zimmer, & Michie, 1993) published NCHRP
Report 350: Recommended Procedures for the Safety Per-
formance Evaluation of Highway Features in 1993. This
report synthesized previous research on the impact
performance of highway barriers and set forth a scheme
of Test Levels (TL) for rating the crashworthiness of
highway barriers (including bridge railings). This report
is the foundation for current crash test and impact
performance standards for bridge railings (Ross et al.,
1993).
In 1994, AASHTO published the LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications 1st Ed. This was the first AASHTO
bridge design code to contain strength requirements for
bridge railings (AASHTO, 1994).
2.2 Current Railing Design Standards
The AASHTO Manual for Assessing Safety Hard-
ware (MASH) contains current strength and safety
requirements for bridge railings. AASHTO incorpo-
rated the content of NCHRP Report 350 into MASH
(AASHTO, 2009). NCHRP Report 350 prescribed six
Test Levels (Test Levels 1 through 6) to quantify the
sturdiness of highway barriers against impact, and they
are incorporated into MASH. Bridge railings are a sub-
set of highway barriers and are therefore subject to
these requirements (Ross et al., 1993). Consequently, a
new bridge railing must be designed using prescribed
forces, and it must be crash tested to determine its Test
Level (AASHTO, 2009).
The requirements to meet a certain Test Level increase
with the numeric value of the Test Level: Test Level 1 is
the least demanding while Test Level 6 is the most demand-
ing. Therefore, a railing rated at Test Level 1 has the
weakest classification and a railing rated at Test Level 6
has the strongest classification. A new bridge railing is
crash tested with multiple vehicles in separate tests, as
shown in Table 2.1. Crash tests of a bridge railing are
evaluated using three criteria: structural adequacy of the
railing, occupant risk (to the impacting vehicle), and post-
impact vehicular response. A Test Level is assigned to a
railing based on the application of the criteria to the
results of crash tests (Ross et al., 1993).
In the 16 years from the publication of NCHRP
Report 350 to the publication of MASH, some changes
were made to the Test Level requirements. The Test
Level requirements are shown in Table 2.1 (AASHTO,
2014). In Table 2.1,W is vehicle weight, B is out-to-out
wheel spacing on an axle, and G is height of the veh-
icle’s center of gravity. As of 2014, bridge railings
that were crash-tested and accepted under the NCHRP
Report 350 criteria were considered appropriate as replace-
ments or new installations (AASHTO, 2014).
In addition to structural rigidity requirements, bridge
railings are required to have a minimum height above
the wearing surface. Section 13.7.3.2 of AASHTO’s
(2014) LRFD Bridge Design Specifications lists bridge
railing height requirements. Railings rated TL-3 or
lower must be at least 27 in. tall. Railings rated at TL-4
must be at least 32 in. tall and railings rated at TL-5 must
be at least 42 in. tall. Finally, railings rated at TL-6 must
be at least 90 in. tall (AASHTO, 2014). A summary of
these requirements is provided in Table 2.2.
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2.3 Historic Bridge Identification
The passage of the National Historic Preservation
Act in 1966 authorized the creation of the National
Register of Historic Places (NPS, n.d.). To be eligible
for listing on the NHRP, a historic asset must retain
sufficient integrity, be at least 50 years old, and have
significance under one or more of the following criteria:
Criterion A: A resource may be eligible under this cri-
terion if it is associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of history.
Criterion B: A resource may be eligible under this
criterion if it is associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past.
Criterion C: A resource may be eligible under this
criterion if it embodies the distinctive characteristics of
a type, period, or method of construction, or if it repre-
sents the work of a master, or if it possesses high artistic
values.
Criterion D: A resource may be eligible under this
criterion if it has yielded, or is likely to yield informa-
tion important in prehistory or history.
Bridges are typically eligible under Criterion A or
Criterion C (ODOT, 2007).
2.4 National Historic Bridge Management
In 1987, Congress passed the Surface Transportation
& Uniform Relocation Assistance Act (STURAA).
A stipulation of STURAA requires states to inventory
their historic bridges. In 2012, the consulting firmMead
& Hunt (M&H) published Historic Bridge Practices
TABLE 2.1













NCHRP Report 350 W (kips) 1.55 1.8 4.5 18.0 50.0 80.0 80.0
B (ft) 5.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.0 8.0 8.0
G (in.) 22 22 27 49 64 73 81
Crash angle, h 20u 20u 25u 15u 15u 15u 15u
Test Level Test Speeds (mph)
TL-1 30 30 30 N/A N/A N/A N/A
TL-2 45 45 45 N/A N/A N/A N/A
TL-3 60 60 60 N/A N/A N/A N/A
TL-4 60 60 60 50 N/A N/ N/A
TL-5 60 60 60 N/A N/A 50 N/A
TL-6 60 60 60 N/A N/A N/A 50
AASHTO MASH W (kips) 2.42 3.3 5.0 22.0 N/A 79.3 79.3
B (ft) 5.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 N/A 8.0 8.0
G (in.) N/A N/A 28 63 N/A 73 81
Crash angle, h 25u N/A 25u 15u N/A 15u 15u
Test Level Test Speeds (mph)
TL-1 30 N/A 30 N/A N/A N/A N/A
TL-2 45 N/A 45 N/A N/A N/A N/A
TL-3 60 N/A 60 N/A N/A N/A N/A
TL-4 60 N/A 60 N/A N/A N/A N/A
TL-5 60 N/A 60 N/A N/A 50 N/A
TL-6 60 N/A 60 N/A N/A N/A 50
TABLE 2.2
Summary of Railing Height Requirements
Rating Minimum Railing Height (in.)
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Nationwide: Inventory, Evaluation, and Management.
The M&H report detailed historic bridge practices in
the U.S. M&H surveyed the Departments of Trans-
portation (DOTs) of all 50 states to determine the
progress of the states’ historic bridge inventories. M&H
presented its survey results in the bar chart shown in
Figure 2.1 (Mead & Hunt, 2012).
Although all 50 states have inventoried their historic
bridges, Figure 2.1 indicates that only 38 states have
completed historic bridge rehabilitation projects. The
historic bridge rehabilitation projects ranged from
minor repairs to multi-million-dollar projects. Addi-
tionally, fewer than half of the 50 states have initiated
programmatic agreements or management plans. Pro-
grammatic agreements and management plans are
methods for states to identify historic bridges, identify
preservation options, and coordinate federal funding
for proposed projects (Mead & Hunt, 2012).
Indiana is among the 19 states that have executed
a programmatic agreement to manage its historic bridges.
INDOT executed a programmatic agreement with FHWA,
the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO),
and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation in
July 2006 (INDOT, 2006).
Elsewhere, the Oregon Department of Transpor-
tation (ODOT) has completed a number of successful
rehabilitations (Mead & Hunt, 2012). Kentucky, Ohio,
Oregon, Tennessee, and Texas are a few states that have
published documents outlining their historic bridge
preservation efforts.
1. Kentucky: Assessment of Kentucky’s Historic Truss Brid-
ges (O’Connell, Gorssardt, & Ripy, 2010).
2. Ohio: Ohio Historic Bridge Maintenance and Preservation
Guide (TranSystems, 2010).
3. Oregon: Historic Bridge Preservation Plan (ODOT,
2007).
4. Tennessee: Tennessee’s Survey Report for Historic High-
way Bridges (Carver, 2008).
5. Texas: Historic Bridge Manual (TxDOT, 2010).
More general guidance on historic bridge preserva-
tion is available in the following publications:
1. Guidelines for Historic Bridge Rehabilitation and Replace-
ment (AASHTO, 2008).
2. NCHRP Synthesis 275: Historic Highway Bridge Pre-
servation Practices (Chamberlin, 1999).
3. Best Practices and Lessons Learned on the Preservation
and Rehabilitation of Historic Bridges (Parsons Brincker-
hoff, TranSystems, & Gowan, 2012).
2.5 Bridge Railing Manual
The Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT,
2012) developed a manual specifically for bridge rail-
ings (Bridge Railing Manual). The manual summarizes
current policies governing the use of bridge railings in
Texas and provides information on acceptable Texas
bridge railing types. Of particular interest, a section of
the manual is devoted to railings on historic bridges. It
presents four options that can be used to upgrade the
railings on historic bridges in Texas. These four options
are summarized as:
1. Place an approved railing inboard of the existing railing
and leave the existing railing undisturbed.
Figure 2.1 States’ historic bridge management activities (Mead & Hunt, 2012).
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2. Replace the existing railing with an acceptable approved
railing, approximating the appearance of the old railing
with the new railing.
3. Remove the existing railing and incorporate it into a new
acceptable railing.
4. Design a special railing to closely match the appearance
of the existing railing.
The difference between Options 2 and 4 is the degree
to which a historic railing is approximated. Option 4
calls for a new railing to be designed to look almost
exactly like the historic railing while Option 2 calls for
finding an existing railing that resembles the historic
railing. Option 2 may not be available for many types
of railings (TxDOT, 2012).
2.6 Historic Bridge Railing Research
Texas leads the country in historic bridge railing
research. The Texas Transportation Institute (TTI), with
the support of the Texas Department of Transportation
(TxDOT), has been at the forefront of historic bridge
railing retrofit research. TTI engineers have designed,
crash-tested, and implemented retrofit railings on some
of Texas’s on-system (carrying state highways) truss
bridges (Buth et al., 2004).
TxDOT formed a Historic Bridge Task Force in
1996. The task force developed a methodology for eval-
uating preservation options for on-system truss bridges
that are listed on or are eligible for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). In 2003,
TxDOT maintained 38 metal truss bridges aged 50
years or more on its state highway system. A total of
33 of the 38 bridges are listed on the NRHP. The
existing railings on these bridges did not meet MASH
requirements. In addition, these bridges have other pro-
blems common to many types of historic bridges, inclu-
ding narrow deck widths, low vertical clearance, and
substandard load capacities (Buth et al., 2004).
TxDOT focused on developing solutions for its
on-system truss bridges. A research program performed
at TTI addressed the substandard attributes of the
railings on the 38 truss bridges (Buth et al., 2004). In
particular, they focused on two of their on-system truss
bridges as outlined by the following research objectives:
1. Design/develop a retrofit railing for low-speed application
on the Roy B. Inks Bridge in Llano, Texas. The Roy B.
Inks Bridge has four main spans consisting of Parker thru
trusses with a speed limit of 40 mph and is shown in
Figure 2.2.
2. Design/develop a retrofit railing for high-speed applica-
tion on the U.S. 281 bridge over the Brazos River in Palo
Pinto County, Texas. The U.S. 281 bridge is a three-span
Warren thru-truss bridge with a speed limit of 60 mph and
is shown in Figure 2.3 (Buth et al., 2004).
In both bridges, a continuous steel channel served as
the railing. In the original configuration, the channel
member railing was mounted directly to the truss mem-
bers as shown in Figure 2.4 for the Roy B. Inks Bridge.
The U.S. 281 bridge had a similar railing connection
detail. Engineers at TTI designed retrofit railings for
these bridges using the impact conditions specified in
the second edition of AASHTO’s LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications (Buth et al., 2004).
Each retrofit railing utilized the original channel
member to maintain the historic appearance of the
bridges. For the low-speed retrofit railing (40 mph, Roy
B. Inks Bridge), a TS8x4x1/2 section was added to the
Figure 2.2 Roy B. Inks Bridge (Buth, 2004).
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C12x20.7 to increase the overall flexural capacity of the
railing. Additionally, engineers placed crushable steel
tube blockouts between the composite C12x20.7 and
TS8x4x1/2 railing and the truss members to absorb
impact forces and protect the truss members. Figure 2.5
shows the railing before it was tested while Figure 2.6
shows the railing after crash testing (Buth et al., 2004).
The steel blockout deformed during the test as
expected. This railing was successfully crash-tested for
Test Level 2 (Buth et al., 2004). Figure 2.7 shows the
Roy B. Inks Bridge after the railing was retrofitted
(Williams, 2010).
For the high-speed retrofit railing (60 mph, U.S. 281
bridge), the C12x20.7 was mounted on the front of a
W6x20 section to improve the overall flexural strength
of the railing. W6x20 steel posts anchored the new
W6x20-C12x20.7 composite railing to the existing curb,
rather than to the truss members as was done in the
Roy B. Inks Bridge. Figure 2.8 shows the composite
railing before the crash test while Figure 2.9 shows the
railing after testing (Buth et al., 2004).
The railing was successfully crash-tested for Test
Level 3 (Buth et al., 2004). According to John Holt of
the Texas Department of Transportation, the retrofit
railing had not yet been installed on the U.S. 281 bridge
as of October 2014.
Considering that new truss bridges are being built in
Texas, TxDOT wants to offer flexibility for designers to
choose between railings supported by the concrete
bridge deck or railings supported directly by the truss
members. The successful completion of this research
program not only resulted in suitable retrofit railings
for historic metal truss bridges, it also resulted in
additional design options for bridge engineers (Buth
et al., 2004). These options are consistent with Option 3
discussed in the TxDOT (2012) Bridge Railing Manual.
2.7 Historic Replacement Railings
Texas has developed standardized railings that are
designed to match the appearance of historic concrete
railings (Option 4 of the historic railing option list
in the TxDOT [2012] Bridge Railing Manual). The
standardized railings include TxDOT T411, TxDOT
Figure 2.4 Typical railing connection to truss member on the
Roy B. Inks Bridge (Williams, 2010).
Figure 2.3 U.S. 281 bridge (Buth, 2004).
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C411, and TxDOT C412. Illustrations of these railings are
shown in Figure 2.10 and Table 2.3 provides a summary
of the TxDOT railings. The T411 was designed as a traf-
fic railing while the C411 and C412 were designed as
pedestrian/traffic combination railings (TxDOT 2012).
Standard drawings of these railings are provided in
Appendix A.
To provide a historic railing for use in Indiana,
INDOT adopted the TxDOT C411 railing. In Indiana,
the TxDOT C411 is known as the INDOT TX railing.
Figure 2.5 Test setup of the Roy B. Inks railing before crash testing (Buth et al., 2004).
Figure 2.6 Test setup of the Roy B. Inks railing after crash testing (Buth et al., 2004).
Figure 2.7 Roy B. Inks bridge with the retrofit railing developed at TTI.
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An illustration of the INDOT TX railing is shown in
Figure 2.11 while Figure 2.12 shows an Indiana bridge
that implemented this railing. Standard drawings of the
INDOT TX railing are also provided in Appendix A.
2.8 Modern Aesthetic Railings
Other aesthetic bridge railings, in addition to railings
that were designed to explicitly match a type of historic
TABLE 2.3
TxDOT Standardized Historic Approximation Railings
Railing Height (in.) Rating
TxDOT T411 32 TL-2
TxDOT C411 42 TL-2
TxDOT C412 42 TL-4
Figure 2.8 Test setup of the U.S. 281 railing before crash testing (Buth et al., 2004).
Figure 2.9 Test setup of the U.S. 281 railing after crash testing (Buth et al., 2004).
Figure 2.10 TxDOT approximation of historic bridge railings (TxDOT, 2012).
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railing, have been developed and installed on bridges
in the U.S. The California Department of Transpor-
tation (Caltrans) has numerous examples of aesthetic
railings on its state highway system, as illustrated in
Figures 2.13 through 2.16 (Caltrans, n.d.).
Caltrans discusses the possibilities for California bridge
railings in its publication Bridge Rails and Barriers
(Caltrans, n.d.). The artistry of the ornate railings on
California bridges pays homage to historic bridges while
satisfying modern strength and safety requirements
Figure 2.12 INDOT TX railing installation.
Figure 2.11 INDOT TX railing profile (INDOT, 2012).
Figure 2.13 Concrete railing with tribal design architectural texture (Caltrans, n.d.).
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(Caltrans, n.d.). These railings may also provide aesthe-
tic solutions for historic bridges.
2.9 Railing Approval
Generally, a historical preservation agency has juri-
sdiction over proposed alterations to historic assets.
In Indiana, alterations to historic assets must be appro-
ved by the Indiana State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO). Therefore, for railing changes on a historic
bridge, the responsible transportation agency must
apply to Indiana SHPO for approval. While INDOT is
directly responsible for historic bridges on state or U.S.
highways, the majority of historic bridges in Indiana
are on either municipal or county roads. When fede-
ral funding is utilized to alter a historic bridge on a
municipal or county road, INDOT has oversight of the
process.
Figure 2.14 Concrete railing with tribal design architectural texture (Caltrans, n.d.).
Figure 2.15 Concrete railing with architectural treatment (Caltrans, n.d.).
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3. DOCUMENTATION OF HISTORIC BRIDGES
AND RAILINGS IN INDIANA
3.1 Indiana Historic Bridge Database
After INDOT began its programmatic agreement
with FHWA in 2006, the historic bridges in Indiana
were required to be identified. INDOT contracted
Mead & Hunt (M&H) to apply the National Register
of Historic Places (NRHP) criteria to all bridges in the
state. Mead & Hunt completed a database, took photo-
graphs of Indiana’s historic bridges, and delivered its
findings to INDOT in March 2008. After two years of
public input and revision, M&H delivered its final
database to INDOT in December 2010. The database
indicated that Indiana had 796 historic bridges as of
December 2010. Of the 796 historic bridges, 705 were
still in service in December 2010.
3.2 Analysis of the Historic Bridge Database
Using the database and photos compiled by M&H,
a streamlined spreadsheet of Indiana’s historic bridges
was compiled. The spreadsheet was designed to include
the following:
N Location by county
N National Bridge Inventory (NBI) number
N Structure type
N Railing type
N Railing-to-deck connection type
N Facility carried
N Facility crossed
N Qualifying historic significance parameter
As part of its programmatic agreement with the
FHWA, INDOT is required to publish annual reports
of its historic bridge activities. The first report covered
the calendar year of 2010 and was published in January
2011. This report and subsequent annual reports
(calendar years 2011, 2012, 2012 addendum, 2013)
delivered under the programmatic agreement indicated
that 47 of the 705 in-service historic bridges have been
closed to traffic or replaced between December 2010
and January 2014 (INDOT, 2014). A list of historic
bridges that have been removed from service between
December 2010 and January 2014 is provided in
Appendix B.
As of January 2014, there were 658 in-service historic
bridges in Indiana (INDOT, 2014). Most of the rail-
ings on the 658 bridges do not meet the Manual for
Assessing Safety Hardware (MASH) requirements for
strength and impact performance due to differences in
the design requirements of the time as well as varying
states of disrepair.
The spreadsheet of historic bridges was analyzed to
determine statistics for the following items:




Four breakdowns of the historic bridge inventory
were generated for the historic bridges that remain
in service (658 bridges). Information on numbers of
each structure type, facility carried, and facility crossed
are presented in Tables 3.1 through 3.3. The nomen-
clature in the left-most columns of Tables 3.1 to 3.3
is as presented by M&H. As indicated from review of
the data, the majority of Indiana’s in-service historic
bridges (approximately 58%) are comprised of three
types: concrete arch, metal pony truss, and metal thru
truss bridges. The majority of Indiana’s in-service
historic bridges are on county roads or city streets with
only a small percentage (13%) carrying either a state
or a U.S. highway. Finally, the majority cross small
waterways.
Figure 2.16 Concrete railing with architectural treatment (Caltrans, n.d.).
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TABLE 3.2




County Road 260 39.5
Named Street 317 48.2
State Highway 48 7.3
U.S. Highway 33 5.0
Total 658 100%
TABLE 3.3




Named Street 3 0.5
State Highway 1 0.2






Other (Run, Branch, Fork, Hollow, Whitewater,




In-Service Historic Bridges by Structure Type
Category
In-Service Bridges Out-of-Service Bridges
Quantity Percentage Quantity
Concrete Arch 175 26.6 9
Metal Arch 6 0.9 1
Metal Pony Truss 88 13.4 36
Metal Thru Truss 121 18.4 52
Prestressed Concrete Box Beam 11 1.7 1
Prestressed Concrete I-Beam 9 1.4 0
Reinforced Concrete Girder and Beam 79 12.0 4
Reinforced Concrete Rigid Frame and Box 6 0.9 1
Reinforced Concrete Slab 41 6.2 7
Steel Beam 17 2.6 1
Steel Deck Truss 8 1.2 0
Steel Girder 9 1.4 7
Steel Movable 1 0.1 0
Stone Arch 34 5.2 4
Timber Other 1 0.1 3
Timber Truss 52 7.9 12
Total 658 100% 138
Grand Total of Historic Bridges 796
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The types of railings were not identified by M&H.
Therefore, this study developed a naming system for
the railings. This nomenclature is presented in Table
3.4 and images of each railing type are provided in
Appendix C. In all, 61 different railing types were
identified. Using this system, the railing types for each
bridge were identified and the results are presented in
Table 3.5.
TABLE 3.4
Historic Bridge Railing Types
Material Railing Type Description
Concrete 1 (Bush-Hammered Panel) Concrete railing with sunk-in panels of aspect ratio greater than one (length / height)
2 Concrete railing with rectangular outlines of aspect ratio greater than one
(length / height)
3 Concrete railing with sunk-in panels of aspect ratio approximately one (length / height)
4 Concrete railing with capital block and posts
5 Concrete railing with sunk-in archways
6 Concrete railing with arch openings and posts
7 Concrete railing with urn-shaped blocks and posts
8 Concrete railing with diamond openings
9 Concrete railing with ovular open blocks with capital blocks and posts
10 Concrete railing with wide arch openings and posts
11 Concrete railing with tall arch openings
12 Concrete railing with rectangular openings of aspect ratio greater than one
(length / height)
13 Concrete railing with rectangular openings of aspect ratio greater than one
(length / height) and posts
14 (F-type) F-type concrete railing
15 Vertical face concrete parapet wall
16 Two-tiered vertical face concrete railing with posts
17 Two-tiered vertical face concrete railing without posts
18 Three-tiered concrete railing with or without posts
19 Three-tiered concrete railing with setbacks
20 Three-tiered concrete railing with longitudinal outlines and end treatments
21 Vertical face concrete parapet wall with capital block
22 Concrete railing with thinner middle section
23 Concrete railing with large blocks and posts and capital block
24 Concrete railing consisting of trapezoidal sections with triangular openings
25 Concrete railing with red brick facade and posts #1
26 Concrete railing with red brick facade and posts #2
Metal 1 Three-tube semi-ovular metal railing
2 Two-tube semi-ovular metal railing
3 Two-bar rectangular metal railing without concrete parapet
4 Single serif channel metal railing
5 (Galvanized Beam) Galvanized w-beam metal railing
6 Metal lattice railing
7 Single sans-serif channel metal railing
8 Single rectangular tube metal railing
9 Double rectangular tube metal railing
10 Double angle metal railing
11 Single angle metal railing
12 Two-bar circular metal railing with posts
13 Three-bar circular metal railing with posts
14 Two-bar metal railing with fence posts
Metal and Concrete 1 Two-bar circular metal railing on top of a concrete parapet
2 Two-bar square metal railing on top of a concrete parapet
3 Two-bar circular metal railing with concrete posts
4 (F-type w/ Handrail) F-type concrete railing with a metal handrail on top
Pedestrian 1 Decorative metal fence railing #1 (with concrete posts)
2 Decorative metal fence railing #2 (with concrete posts)
3 Decorative metal fence railing #3 (with concrete posts)
4 Decorative metal fence railing #4 (with concrete posts)
5 Decorative metal fence railing #5 (without concrete posts or very few concrete posts)
6 Decorative metal fence railing #6 (without concrete posts or very few concrete posts)
7 Decorative metal fence railing #7 (without concrete posts or very few concrete posts)
8 Decorative metal fence railing #8 (without concrete posts or very few concrete posts)
Stone 1 Round stone and mortar railing
2 Rectangular stone vertical face railing
3 Rectangular stone vertical face railing with capital stones
4 Rectangular stone vertical face railing with capital stones and stone posts
5 Rectangular interlocking stone blocks with rectangular openings
6 Stone block railing with diamond openings (similar to Concrete 8)
Timber 1 Single-board timber railing
2 Double-board timber railing
3 Triple-board timber railing
No Railing No railing
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TABLE 3.5
Historic Bridges by Railing Type
Historic Bridge Railing Type Quantity Percentage








































Metal and Concrete 1 8 1.22
2 2 0.31
3 1 0.15
4 (F-type w/ Handrail) 1 0.15
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From review of Table 3.5, it is clear that some rail-
ing types are more common than others. Twenty-five
railing types are evident on only a single historic bridge
in the state, and 11 railing types are evident on only two
historic bridges. Of particular interest is that only seven
railing types have a percentage of 5% or greater. Fur-
thermore, no railing whatsoever was observed on 5.3%
of the bridges. The categories with more than 5%
occurrence are highlighted in Table 3.5, summarized
in Table 3.6, and illustrated in Figures 3.1 to 3.8. The
railings are ranked in terms of the highest occurrence.
While there were 61 different types of railings identified,
the top 7 railings constitute two-thirds of all railings in
use (Table 3.6). Based on this analysis, focusing retrofit
strategies on a small number of railing types can have
a significant impact. While the timber railings, and
in particular Timber 1, constitute a large quantity of
bridges, this railing type, which is predominantly on
covered bridges, is considered outside the scope of this
study and therefore will not be considered further.
TABLE 3.5
(Continued)
Historic Bridge Railing Type Quantity Percentage






Timber 1 47 7.14
2 6 0.91
3 2 0.31
Name No Railing 35 5.32
Total 658 100%
TABLE 3.6
Summary of Railing Types Observed on 5% or More of Bridges
Rank Historic Bridge Railing Type Quantity Percentage
1 Metal 6 78 11.85
2 Metal 5 (Galvanized Beam) 75 11.40
3 Concrete 1 (Bush-Hammered Panel) 74 11.25
4 Timber 1 47 7.14
5 Concrete 2 46 7.00
6 Concrete 6 39 5.93
7 Metal 10 38 5.78
8 No Railing 35 5.32
Total 432 65.67%
Figure 3.1 Metal 6 railing (Rank 1).
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Figure 3.2 Metal 5 (galvanized beam) railing (Rank 2).
Figure 3.3 Concrete 1 (bush-hammered panel) railing (Rank 3).
Figure 3.4 Timber 1 railing (Rank 4).
Figure 3.5 Concrete 2 railing (Rank 5).
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4. BRIDGE RAILING RETROFIT STRATEGIES
4.1 Introduction
Three different retrofit strategies for guardrails on
Indiana’s historic bridges were identified. Research focu-
sed on developing solutions that can be immediately
used, rather than developing completely new railings
that require crash-testing programs. Therefore, all solu-
tions are based on previously crash-tested and accepted
bridge railings.
Avoidance of crash testing is not unprecedented.
Frederick G. Wright Jr. of the Federal Highway Admi-
nistration (FHWA) discussed how guardrails may be
admissible without crash test programs in a May 16,
2000, memorandum to FHWA Resource Center direc-
tors and division administrators. He discussed a railing
design and analysis project undertaken by the Colorado
Department of Transportation (CDOT). CDOT desi-
gned a new railing which was similar to a previously
crash tested and accepted railing. CDOT then analyzed
the capacity of the previously accepted railing and modi-
fied its design to ensure it possessed the same strength.
Figure 3.7 Metal 10 railing (Rank 7).
Figure 3.6 Concrete 6 railing (Rank 6).
Figure 3.8 Bridges with no railing (Rank 8).
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FHWA accepted the new CDOT railing without crash
testing (Wright, 2000).
Bridge engineers could use this type of analysis as a
basis for acceptance of bridge railings that are similar to
a design that has been accepted under NCHRP Report
350/MASH guidelines. Mr. Wright expressed a desire
to provide highway agencies a greater choice of railing
designs without requiring unnecessary testing. He also
cautioned that all possible railing failure modes must
be considered carefully when this type of analysis is
utilized (Wright, 2000).
4.2 Bridge Railing Design Parameters
Before a retrofit strategy can be chosen, two bridge
railing design parameters must be considered. The two
parameters are the Test Level (TL) required and the
presence/absence of a sidewalk. In Indiana, all new
bridges and bridge retrofits are subject to the require-
ments of the current edition of the Indiana Design
Manual (IDM). Chapter 404, ‘‘Bridge Deck’’ provides
details on the design of bridge railings.
The Test Level (TL) required is a function of the
design speed of the facility carried, the Annual Average
Daily Traffic (AADT), the percentage of trucks on the
facility carried, the bridge railing offset, the geometry of
the bridge and adjacent sections of roadway, the height
of the bridge deck, and the type of land use below the
bridge (INDOT, 2013). The AADT and percentage of
trucks of the AADT must be known in order to use the
IDM to ascertain the required railing Test Level (TL)
for a bridge.
The presence or absence of a sidewalk also controls
the type of railing that can be specified. If a sidewalk is
present, a 42-in. tall railing is required. Additionally,
the design speed on a bridge affects the type of required
railing(s).
4.2.1 Required Test Level
The Indiana Design Manual (IDM) considers only
three of the six AASHTO-prescribed Test Levels: TL-2,
TL-4, and TL-5. The IDM contains the complete
procedure for determining the required TL, and this
procedure is provided in IDM Chapter 404 (INDOT,
2013).
TL-2: Generally appropriate on a bridge which is not
on the state highway system or on a bridge that is on
the state highway system and has a design speed of 45
mph or lower.
TL-4: Generally appropriate on a bridge which does
not meet the criteria for a TL-2 railing or for a bridge
that is on the state highway system and has a design
speed of 50 mph or higher.
TL-5: Generally appropriate on a bridge that is on
the state highway system and has a high AADT or a
high percentage of truck traffic.
In the instance that a bridge railing is rated at TL-4,
but the IDM procedure calls for a TL-5 railing, it is
acceptable to leave the TL-4 railing in place ‘‘for a minor
bridge rehabilitation project which does not include
bridge deck replacement or deck widening.’’ The TL-4
railing must be replaced by a TL-5 railing if the rehabi-
litation project involves deck replacement or deck
widening (INDOT, 2013).
4.2.2 Presence/Absence of a Sidewalk
The presence/absence of a sidewalk on a bridge affects
the type of railing that can be installed in a retrofit pro-
ject. If a sidewalk is present, either of the two following
conditions applies to the railing selection for a bridge,
based on design speed (INDOT, 2013).
Design speed of 45 mph or lower. Only a railing shown
to be crashworthy in the presence of a sidewalk may be
chosen. A pedestrian/traffic combination railing must
be selected. A pedestrian/traffic combination railing is a
railing that satisfies the Test Level requirement due to
the adjusted AADT and satisfies the height requirement
for a pedestrian railing, which is at least 42 in., mea-
sured from the surface of the walkway. The railing is
required to be placed at the coping. Furthermore,
Section 13.11.2 of the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications requires that a barrier curb, not exceed-
ing 8 in. in height, separate the sidewalk from the
roadway (AASHTO, 2014). Figure 4.1 shows a typical
barrier curb and details the height limitation.
Design speed of 50 mph or higher. A bridge railing
must be placed between the sidewalk and the roadway.
An accompanying pedestrian railing is required to be
placed at the coping. The sidewalk must be laterally
protected on both sides. Both the outer pedestrian rail-
ing and the inner pedestrian/traffic combination railing
shall be at least 42 in. in height, measured from the
surface of the walkway. Indiana permits the sidewalk to
be at the same elevation of the roadway surface in this
instance (INDOT, 2013).
4.2.3 Horizontal Roadway Clearance on a Bridge
Although not a design parameter for railings on new
bridges, the horizontal roadway clearance on a histo-
ric bridge can be restrictive to remedial efforts. A new
Figure 4.1 Typical barrier curb on a bridge with 8 in. height
limitation (AASHTO, 2014).
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bridge can simply be designed to be wide enough to
accommodate any bridge railing, but a historic bridge
generally cannot be widened. In both rural and urban
environments, new bridges or bridges under reconstruc-
tion are required to have a horizontal clearance equal to
the width of the traveled way plus additional clearance
for shoulders. The traveled way typically consists of lanes
10 ft to 12 ft wide and shoulders are typically 2 ft to
10 ft wide (INDOT, 2013). Many historic bridges have
lanes narrower than 12 ft and shoulders narrower than
4 ft. If a retrofit strategy for a historic bridge railing
would infringe upon the horizontal roadway clearance,
it cannot be implemented.
4.3 Inboard Retrofit
One retrofit option is to install a modern railing
inside of the original railing, and the new railing is
referred to as an inboard rail. This technique has pre-
viously been used in Indiana as shown in Figure 4.2.
In the early 2000s, a metal thru truss carrying State
Road 75 across Wildcat Creek in Carroll County,
Indiana was retrofitted with the INDOT CF-1, which is
equivalent to the Oregon Department of Transpor-
tation (ODOT) two-tube curb-mounted railing. The
CF-1 railing is no longer a standard in Indiana, but is
still standardized in Oregon. The metal tube railing was
installed inside of the original railing.
Installing an inboard rail is an attractive option for
a bridge that has the necessary horizontal clearance
to accommodate it. Another benefit of installing an
inboard railing is the ability to choose a railing through
which drivers can see the original railing, thus main-
taining the historic appearance of the bridge. Unfor-
tunately, many historic bridges have narrow deck widths.
An inboard railing cannot be installed on a bridge if it
would exacerbate a lane width deficiency.
Figure 4.3 shows a rendering of another possible
inboard rail. An existing Metal 6 railing can be pro-
tected by the ODOT two-tube railing without compro-
mising the historic appearance of the bridge.
4.4 Curb Retrofit
A total of 113 historic bridges have sidewalks. In
these cases, another retrofit option is to provide an
inboard rail that is located at the curb. This railing is
known as the Washington D.C. curb railing for its place
of origin (FHWA, 2005). This option has the advantage
of protecting the sidewalk from errant vehicles. Fur-
thermore, INDOT does not require the original railing
to be replaced if the curb railing option is exercised.
A disadvantage of the Washington D.C. railing, how-
ever, is that it is rated at TL-2, meaning it cannot be
used on bridges with design speeds of 50 mph or
higher.
This may not be a severe disadvantage considering
that many historic bridges are on lower design speed
roadways. Figure 4.4 shows a rendering and implemen-
tation of the Washington D.C. curb railing.
4.5 Railing Replacement
A third retrofit option is to replace a historic railing
with a simulated historic railing. The Indiana Design
Manual (IDM) allows modern railings to be modified
for project-specific use. An advantage of this option
is that a railing can be designed to closely match the
appearance of a historic railing, although in some cases
it may not be possible to design a close approximation.
Figure 4.2 A metal thru truss with an inboard railing.
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Modern crash-tested and approved reinforced con-
crete and metal tube railings were modified to match
the appearance of 42 historic railings. Two approaches
were used. For reinforced concrete railings, the appro-
ved railing cross-section was expanded and altered.
For metal tube railings, attachments for the approved
railings were designed. The 42 simulated historic rail-
ings were designed to satisfy the requirements of the
IDM. Three of the historic railing types were timber,
and therefore, were outside the scope of this research
and not considered.
Sixteen of the observed railings on historic bridges
did not possess a historic look, did not possess accep-
table geometry under modern crash test standards, and
did not exemplify historic craftsmanship; therefore,
they were not replicated.
Drawings of the Concrete 1 railing (Bush-Hammered
Panel) from circa 1940 were provided by INDOT.
These drawings aided the design of a modern railing
that approximated this railing. Unfortunately, detailed
drawings of other railing types were not available.
Table 4.1 outlines the railings that were approxi-
mated as well as those that were not. For railings that
were approximated, the crash-tested base railing is
listed along with the modification required. For those
that were not approximated, the reason for not repli-
cating is provided. Renderings and drawings were
produced for each of the 42 historic railings that were
approximated with a modern railing. For some historic
railings, two simulated railings were developed. A pic-
ture of each historic railing, paired with the modern
base railing used to approximate it, as well as the simu-
lated railing are provided in Appendix D. Drawings of
each simulated railing are included in Appendix E.
4.5.1 Reinforced Concrete Railings
The primary functions of bridge railings are to keep
vehicles from driving off the structure and to safely
redirect vehicles during an impact with the railing.
Therefore, bridge railings are designed to prevent veh-
icle snagging and to prevent the railing from protruding
Figure 4.3 ODOT two-tube railing inside of a Metal 6 railing.
Figure 4.4 Washington D.C. curb railing (FHWA, 2005).
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TABLE 4.1
Historic Railing Approximation Methods
Historic Railing Base Railing Approximation Method
Concrete 1 (Bush-Hammered Panel) TxDOT T221 Custom forms
2 TxDOT T221 Custom forms
3 TxDOT T221 Custom forms
4 TxDOT T221 Custom forms
5 TxDOT T221 Custom forms
6 INDOT TX No modification necessary
7 ODOT Concrete Beam and Post Custom forms and infill
8 ODOT Concrete Beam and Post Custom forms and infill
9 ODOT Concrete Beam and Post Custom forms and infill
10 ODOT Concrete Beam and Post Custom forms and infill
11 ODOT Concrete Beam and Post Custom forms and infill
12 ODOT Concrete Beam and Post Custom forms and infill
13 ODOT Concrete Beam and Post Custom forms and infill
14 (F-type) None This is a modern railing
15 TxDOT T221 No modification necessary
16 TxDOT T221 Custom forms and infill
17 TxDOT T221 Custom forms and infill
18 TxDOT T221 Custom forms and infill
19 INDOT FC Custom forms and infill
20 TxDOT T221 Custom forms and infill
21 None Does not possess historic appearance
22 ODOT Concrete Beam and Post Custom forms and infill
23 TxDOT T221 Custom forms and infill
24 None Unfavorable geometry, does not possess
historic appearance
25 TxDOT T221 Masonry attachments
26 TxDOT T221 Masonry attachments
Metal 1 ODOT Three-Tube Railing No modification necessary
2 ODOT Two-Tube Railing No modification necessary
3 ODOT Two-Tube Railing No modification necessary
4 Caltrans Concrete Barrier Type 90 No modification necessary
5 (Galvanized Beam) None Does not possess historic appearance
6 ODOT Two-Tube Railing Metal attachments
7 None Does not possess historic appearance
8 None Does not possess historic appearance
9 ODOT Two-Tube Railing No modification necessary
10 None Does not possess historic appearance
11 None Does not possess historic appearance
12 None Does not possess historic appearance
13 None Does not possess historic appearance
14 ODOT Two-Tube Railing Metal attachments
1 None This is a modern railing
2 None This is a modern railing
3 None Does not possess historic appearance
4 (F-type w/ Handrail) None This is a modern railing
Pedestrian 1 TxDOT PR3 Metal attachments
2 TxDOT PR3 Metal attachments
3 TxDOT PR3 Metal attachments
4 TxDOT PR3 Metal attachments
5 ODOT Pedestrian Rail Metal attachments
6 TxDOT PR3 Metal attachments
7 ODOT Pedestrian Rail Metal attachments
8 None Special case
(Continued)
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into a vehicle during an impact (Ross et al., 1993). The
vehicle redirection features of the Oregon Department
of Transportation (ODOT) concrete beam and post
railing were investigated because of the versatility of its
shape as well as its crash-resistant geometry. A cross-
section of the ODOT concrete beam and post railing
is shown in Figure 4.5(a). The railing has a 9-in. high
parapet curb for stopping the advance of tires and a
12-in. beam for stopping the advance of bumpers.
The parapet curb and the beam of the ODOT concrete
beam and post railing are the vehicle-redirecting fea-
tures of this railing.
The region between the curb and the beam provides
strength, but is not part of the vehicle-redirecting fea-
tures. Therefore, it was considered that railing geometry
in this zone can be adjusted with limitations. First, an
alteration in shape cannot protrude outside of the
original cross-section in this zone. Second, the struc-
tural geometry of the approved railing cannot be redu-
ced. Third, the reinforcement cannot be modified to
reduce its capacity.
The concrete in this zone between the curb and beam
was termed the ‘‘workable zone’’ which allowed for adjust-
ments in geometry such that the geometry of historical
railings could be approximated.
To approximate reinforced concrete historical bridge
railings, the geometry of two approved railings was
considered. These include the ODOT concrete beam
and post and the TxDOT T221. Both are TL-4 rated
which allow for use on essentially all historic bridges in
the state. Figure 4.5 illustrates the workable zone for
both railings. The ODOT concrete beam and post and
the TxDOT T221 railings serve as the base form from
which to replicate or approximate several historic rail-
ings (Table 4.2).
4.5.1.1 TxDOT T221 Railing. The TxDOT T221 was
the basis for 17 of the 42 simulated railings (Table 4.2).
The TxDOT T221 is a favorable baseline for modifi-
cation because it possesses a simple geometry as shown
in Figure 4.6 and is a crash-tested TL-4 railing. There-
fore, this railing can be easily utilized and mobilized in a
wide range of scenarios.
There are two primary approaches used to modify
this railing. The first is through the use of formwork
within the workable zone, and the second is through the
use of formliners.
4.5.1.1.1 Approximation with Custom Formwork. A
bridge with the Concrete 1 (Bush-Hammered Panel)
railing is shown in Figure 4.7. A cross-section of an
original Bush-Hammered Panel, taken from a 1937
drawing by the State Highway Commission of Indiana,
is shown in Figure 4.8. This railing does not satisfy
modern crash test standards; however, it is possible to
TABLE 4.1
(Continued)
Historic Railing Base Railing Approximation Method
Stone 1 TxDOT T221 Formliners
2 TxDOT T221 Formliners
3 TxDOT T221 Formliners
4 TxDOT T221 Formliners
5 None Does not possess acceptable geometry
6 ODOT Concrete Beam and Post Custom forms and infill
Timber 1 None Special case: covered bridge
2 None Special case: covered bridge
3 None Special case: covered bridge
Figure 4.5 Workable zone of a reinforced concrete railing.
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develop a modification of the TxDOT T221 railing to
approximate the same appearance.
To maintain the appearance of the Bush-Hammered
Panel railing and maintain the crash test acceptability
of the T221, the T221 railing’s cross-section was expan-
ded to accommodate the sunk-in panels of the Bush-
Hammered Panel railing, as shown in Figure 4.9. An
elevation view is provided in Figure 4.10. There are
three key features of the approximated railing. First,
the retrofit Bush-Hammered Panel cross-section is
sized such that it contains the full size and strength of
the T221 railing. Second, the size and location of the
reinforcement of the T221 railing were not altered.
Third, the sunk-in panels of the new Bush-Hammered
Panel railing are contained entirely within the workable
zone to provide appropriate crash geometry.
A rendering of the retrofit Bush-Hammered Panel
railing is shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 on a historic
concrete arch bridge. It is important to note that the
new Bush-Hammered Panel is an approximation of the
original. The geometric characteristics of the workable
zone limit the degree to which the original railing can be
approximated in the interest of the safety of the impact-
ing vehicle. A similar approach was used to construct
approximations of 21 other historic reinforced concrete
railings as outlined in Table 4.1.
4.5.1.1.2 Approximation with Formliners. Standard
production formliners can be used in conjunction with
the TxDOT T221 railing to approximate a number of
railings, including Stone 1 (Figure 4.13), Stone 2 (Fig-
ure 4.14), Stone 3 (Figure 4.15), and Stone 4 (Figure 4.16).
As an example, Custom Rock (n.d.a, n.d.b., n.d.c) pro-
Figure 4.6 Cross-section of the TxDOT T221 railing (TxDOT, n.d.).
Figure 4.7 Historic bridge with a bush-hammered panel railing.
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duces a variety of formliners, three of which can be used
to approximate a historic railing as listed in Table 4.2.
Railing texture is created by the formliners while railing
color, through the use of concrete stains or color added to
the concrete mix, can be provided to enhance the appea-
rance of the railing.
Relief is a unique characteristic of every formliner.
The relief of a formliner is the formliner’s maximum
depth, and the relief of a particular formliner was acc-
ounted for when the simulated historic railings were
designed. As shown in Figure 4.9, the size and shape of
the cross-section of the base railing (TxDOT T221) is
an absolute minimum that cannot be infringed upon.
Figure 4.8 Cross-section of the bush-hammered panel railing.
Figure 4.9 Cross-section of a retrofit bush-hammered panel railing.
Figure 4.10 Elevation view of the retrofit bush-hammered panel railing.
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Figure 4.11 Retrofit bush-hammered panel on a historic concrete arch bridge.
Figure 4.12 Close-up view of the retrofit bush-hammered panel railing.
TABLE 4.2
Historic Railings and Approximating Custom Rock Formliners
Historic Railing Custom Rock Formliner Name
Stone 1 Yosemite Stone
Stone 2 New England Drystack
Stone 3 New England Drystack
Stone 4 Tollway Ashlar
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Figure 4.14 Stone 2 railing.
Figure 4.13 Stone 1 railing.
Figure 4.15 Stone 3 railing.
Figure 4.16 Stone 4 railing.
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4.5.1.2 ODOT Concrete Beam and Post Railing. The
ODOT concrete beam and post was the basis for 9 of
the 42 simulated railings. Figure 4.17 shows a cross-
section of the ODOT concrete beam and post railing.
The concrete beam and post is a favorable baseline
for modification because a variety of geometries can
be constructed in its openings. The openings can also
be filled to create a different appearance. Similar to
the TxDOT T221, the concrete beam and post is
a TL-4 railing, making it acceptable in low speed
(45 mph or lower) or high speed (50 mph or higher)
applications.
To provide an example of the use of the ODOT
concrete beam and post railing, it can be modified to
approximate the appearance of the railing shown in
Figure 4.18. Figure 4.19(a) shows the ODOT concrete
beam and post railing in its standard configuration, and
Figure 4.19(b) shows it in its modified configuration.
The arched openings of the Concrete 11 railing were
recreated in the openings of the concrete beam and
post. This modification does not reduce the structural
strength of the railing or influence its crash resistance
geometry.
4.5.2 Metal Tube Railings
Metal tube railings are very useful for use as base
railings, especially for use on historic truss bridges.
Metal attachments can be added to the back sides of the
tubes to recreate 6 historic railings (Table 4.1). Both the
two- and three-tube ODOT metal railings were selected
for use. While both railings are rated as TL-4, the two-
tube railing is 32.5 in. tall while the three-tube railing is
42 in. tall. Figure 4.20 compares the cross-sections of
the different tube configurations.
The metal thru truss shown in Figure 4.21 carries
State Road 11 across the East Fork White River in
Jackson County, Indiana. The bridge has the Metal 5
(Galvanized Beam) railing type, a railing type which
is not desired to replicate because it is neither sturdy
enough to withstand an impact nor exemplary of a
historic look. Metal thru truss bridges with railings such
as the one shown in Figure 4.21 are strong candidates
for use of a modified metal tube railing.
A similar metal thru truss bridge that still possesses
its original railing is shown in Figure 4.22. The light
green Metal 14 railing shown is a historically accurate
railing for a metal thru truss and can be approximated
as shown in Figure 4.23. In this manner, the Gal-
vanized Beam railing used on the bridge in Figure 4.21
can be replaced with a more aesthetic railing, improving
safety in the process.
Another retrofit is shown in Figures 4.24 and 4.25.
The Metal 6 railing on the pony truss bridge shown
in Figure 4.24 is characterized by metal strips arranged
in a lattice pattern. Metal attachments can be added
to the ODOT two-tube railing to match the appearance
of a historic Metal 6 railing. This solution is desirable
because it removes the railing from the truss mem-
bers while also improving the overall aesthetics of the
bridge.
4.5.3 Pedestrian Railings
Pedestrian railings are subject to different requi-
rements than traffic railings. Section 13.8 of the
Figure 4.17 Cross-section of the concrete beam and post railing (ODOT, n.d.).
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AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications con-
tains the design requirements for pedestrian railings
(AASHTO, 2014). In general, all pedestrian railings
must be at least 42 in. tall. The openings in a pedestrian
railing must be proportioned such that a 6 in. diameter
sphere cannot pass through an opening in the lower
27 in. of the railing and that an 8 in. diameter sphere
cannot pass through an opening above the lower 27 in.
Figure 4.18 Concrete 11 railing.
Figure 4.19 ODOT concrete beam and post modified to approximate Concrete 11.
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of the railing. Furthermore, if a chain-link fence is used
in a pedestrian railing, the openings of the mesh cannot
exceed 2 in.
Contrary to traffic railings, pedestrian railings do not
require crash testing; however, AASHTO still prescri-
bes design forces. The design live load for a pedestrian
railing is 50 lb/ft, acting horizontally and vertically
on each longitudinal element of a railing, as shown in
Figure 4.26. Additionally, a concentrated load of 200 lb
is applied to a longitudinal element at any point in any
direction, acting simultaneously with the distributed
live load. Finally, the posts of pedestrian railings must
be designed for a transverse concentrated load of at
least 200 lb applied at the center of gravity of the upper
longitudinal element or at a height of 5 ft, whichever is
smaller (AASHTO, 2014).
Because pedestrian railings do not require crash
testing, nearly perfect approximations of seven of the
eight found in Indiana were possible (Pedestrian 1
through 7). The Pedestrian 8 railing was observed on
only one bridge, a bascule bridge in LaPorte County.
The bridge’s counter-weights may have to be adjusted
if a new railing is installed. For this reason, Pedestrian
8 is considered a special case and it was not replicated.
Figure 4.20 ODOT metal tube railing cross-sections (ODOT, n.d.).
Figure 4.21 Metal thru truss with a railing ineligible for replication.
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The seven approximated pedestrian railings are
loosely based on either the Texas Department of Tran-
sportation (TxDOT) PR3 railing (Figure 4.27) or the
Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) Pede-
strian Rail (Figure 4.28). Standard drawings of the
pedestrian railings are shown in Appendix A, and
photographs of the pedestrian railings are provided in
Appendix D. Drawings of the simulated modern pede-
strian railings are shown in Appendix E.
4.5.4 Summary of Design Methodology
The methodology for the development of a simulated
historic railing is as follows:
1. Select a modern crash-tested traffic railing or pedestrian
railing to serve as a baseline. These include TxDOT PR3,
TxDOT T221, ODOT concrete beam and post, ODOT
two-tube curb-mounted, ODOT pedestrian, and the
INDOT FC.
Figure 4.22 Close-up of Metal 14 railing (light green).
Figure 4.23 Modified ODOT two-tube railing on a metal thru truss.
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Figure 4.25 Modified ODOT two-tube railing.
Figure 4.24 Metal 6 railing on historic pony truss bridge.
Figure 4.26 Application of distributed load on a pedestrian railing (AASHTO, 2014).
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2. Expand the cross-section, leave the reinforcement
details exactly the same, and make desired geometric
modifications in the ‘‘workable zone’’ (reinforced con-
crete railing) or add non-structural attachments (metal
tube railing).
3. Develop drawings and renderings of the simulated histo-
ric railing. Because the cross-sections were expanded
and the reinforcement was not altered, railing strength
is considered to be adequate. This overall approach can
be used to simulate any historic railing. The majority
of railings used in Indiana were designed and are
included in Appendix D (renderings) and Appendix E
(design drawings).
4.6 Retrofit Selection Procedure
Figure 4.29 presents a visual guide to the process of
selecting a retrofit. Orange boxes contain solution strate-
gies. A distinction is made between TL-2 railings and TL-4
railings because the Washington D.C. curb railing is only
applicable on bridges for which a TL-2 railing is appro-
priate.
Figure 4.27 Rendering of the TxDOT PR3 railing.
Figure 4.28 Rendering of the ODOT pedestrian rail.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary
In July 2006, the Indiana Department of Transpor-
tation (INDOT) began a programmatic agreement with
the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) to man-
age and maintain its historic bridges. This agreement
signaled the beginning of Indiana’s effort to preserve its
historic bridges. As of January 2014, 658 historic bridges
remain in service in Indiana. Preserving these historic
bridges is important especially considering the rich cul-
tural icons that these bridges represent.
Most of the 658 historic bridges in the state have
railings that do not meet current strength and safety
standards. The objective of this study was to develop
strategies that can be used to address existing railings
on historic bridges and to develop solutions that meet
current design requirements. Previous research has
focused on developing retrofit railings through rigorous
design and crash-testing programs. Moreover, previous
research has focused on developing railings for specific
bridges. These methods were not preferred for use in
Indiana due to the variety and range of historic bridges
in the state’s inventory.
5.2 Conclusions
Indiana is among 19 states that have a programmatic
agreement to manage its historic bridges. Indiana’s
historic bridge inventory was investigated to determine
how many historic bridges remain in service as well
as to document the types and variety of historic railings
in existence. As of January 2014, 658 historic bridges
remain in service in Indiana. On these 658 historic
bridges, 61 different historic railings were identified. Of
these, 7 railing types, along with bridges with no railing,
constitute two-thirds of the entire inventory. It is interesting
that 25 of the other railings occur on only one single
bridge and 11 of the other railings occur on only two
bridges. Therefore, 59% of the different railing types are
unique. Based on this analysis, research focused on addres-
sing the most common railings identified. However, an
Figure 4.29 Flowchart for selecting a retrofit strategy.
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attempt was also made to address as many of the unique
railings as possible.
Three different options utilizing modern, previously
crash tested railings were identified to upgrade the
railings on Indiana’s historic bridges. The first option is
to install a modern railing inside of the original railing.
When this option is exercised, the original railing may
remain on a bridge. The second option is to install a
special inboard railing on the curb. This special railing,
which can be used if the bridge has a sidewalk, protects
pedestrians on the sidewalk and allows the original
railing to be retained. The third option is railing replace-
ment. A collection of approved, crash-tested railings
developed by a number of states was used as a baseline
to design simulated railings to approximate the appear-
ance of historic railings.
Simulated railings were developed to cover a variety
of historic concrete and steel railings. These railings
maintained the overall structure and crash resistant geo-
metry of the base railing while integrating geometric
features of the historic railing. In all, it was possible to
simulate 42 of the historic railings existing in Indiana.
These railings cover 66.3% of all historic bridges in the
state. Three timber railing types, which were not consi-
dered in the scope of this research, accounted for 8.4%
of all historic bridges in the state. Sixteen railing types
did not possess a historic look, did not possess accep-
table geometry, or did not exemplify historic craftsman-
ship. These railings accounted for 25% of all historic
bridges in the state.
Through the use of strategies developed in this
research, it is possible to retain historic railing appea-
rance of the majority of historic bridges in Indiana. In
many cases, it is also possible to improve aesthetics.
More importantly, however, these strategies allow for
improvement in the safety of the traveling public.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A. MODERN RAILING STANDARD DRAWINGS
Standard drawings are provided for a variety of crash-tested railings. Table A.1 lists the railings included along
with their Test Levels.
TABLE A.1
List of Standard Drawings Provided
State DOT Railing ID Test Level Pages
TxDOT T411 2 74–75
TxDOT C411 2 76–78
TxDOT C412 4 79–82
INDOT TX 2 83–86
TxDOT T221 4 87–88
ODOT Concrete Beam and Post 4 89
INDOT FC 4 90–91
ODOT Two-Tube Railing 4 92–93
ODOT Three-Tube Railing 4 94–95
Caltrans Type 90 4 96–98
TxDOT PR3 N/A 99–100
ODOT Pedestrian Rail N/A 101
DDOT Washington, D.C. Curb Railing 2 102
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APPENDIX B. HISTORIC BRIDGES REMOVED FROM SERVICE
UNDER INDIANA’S PROGRAMMATIC AGREEMENT
TABLE B.1
Historic Bridges Removed from Service
NBI # County Structural Type Railing Type
0300003 Bartholomew Metal Pony Truss Metal 10
0300121 Bartholomew Metal Pony Truss Metal 10
0300024 Bartholomew Metal Thru Truss Metal 6
0400004 Benton Reinforced Concrete Girder and Beam Galvanized Beam
0600011 Boone Metal Pony Truss Metal 7
0600052 Boone Reinforced Concrete Girder and Beam Bush-Hammered Panel
0700031 Brown Metal Pony Truss None
0800129 Carroll Reinforced Concrete Slab None
1300067 Crawford Metal Pony Truss Galvanized Beam
1300008 Crawford Metal Pony Truss Metal 10
2800014 Greene Metal Pony Truss Metal 6
2800204 Greene Timber Other Timber 2
3600125 Jackson Metal Pony Truss None
3600103 Jackson Metal Thru Truss Metal 10
4000008 Jennings Metal Pony Truss Metal 6
4000015 Jennings Reinforced Concrete Slab None
4200147 Knox Timber Other Timber 2
4700122 Lawrence Concrete Arch Concrete 6
4700052 Lawrence Metal Pony Truss Metal 6
4700053 Lawrence Metal Pony Truss Metal 6
4700042 Lawrence Metal Pony Truss Metal 7
4800077 Madison Metal Pony Truss Metal 10
4900390 Marion Prestressed Concrete Box Beam Galvanized Beam
4900209 Marion Reinforced Concrete Slab Bush-Hammered Panel
5100061 Martin Metal Pony Truss Metal 10
5100006 Martin Metal Pony Truss Metal 10
5100040 Martin Metal Pony Truss Metal 10
5500125 Morgan Concrete Arch Bush-Hammered Panel
5500142 Morgan Metal Pony Truss Metal 10
5500024 Morgan Reinforced Concrete Girder and Beam Bush-Hammered Panel
5600093 Newton Metal Thru Truss Galvanized Beam
5900024 Orange Steel Beam Concrete 15
6300057 Pike Metal Thru Truss Metal 10
6500238 Posey Metal Pony Truss Metal 6
6500150 Posey Metal Thru Truss Metal 6
6700173 Putnam Metal Pony Truss Metal 10
6800181 Randolph Metal Pony Truss Metal 6
6900053 Ripley Stone Arch Stone 3
7300013 Shelby Metal Thru Truss Galvanized Beam
7400168 Spencer Concrete Arch Concrete 15
8000051 Tipton Reinforced Concrete Girder and Beam Concrete 21
8000009 Tipton Reinforced Concrete Slab Bush-Hammered Panel
8400113 Vigo Metal Pony Truss Metal 4
8800038 Washington Metal Pony Truss Galvanized Beam
8800040 Washington Reinforced Concrete Slab Concrete 2
9000058 Wells Metal Pony Truss Metal 6
5940 White Concrete Arch Concrete 6
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APPENDIX C. PHOTOS OF HISTORIC BRIDGE RAILINGS
Photos of all railing types observed on historic bridges in Indiana are provided. Each photo is accompanied by the
name of the railing and the number of in-service bridges on which it appears.
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About the Joint Transportation Research Program (JTRP)On March 11, 1937, the Indiana Legislature passed an act which authorized the Indiana State Highway Commission to cooperate with and assist Purdue University in developing the best methods of improving and maintaining the highways of the state and the respective counties thereof. That collaborative effort was called the Joint Highway Research Project (JHRP). In 1997 the collaborative venture was renamed as the Joint Transportation Research Program (JTRP) 
to reflect the state and national efforts to integrate the management and operation of various transportation modes. 
The first studies of JHRP were concerned with Test Road No. 1 — evaluation of the weathering characteristics of stabilized materials. After World War II, the JHRP program grew substantially and was regularly producing technical reports. Over 1,500 technical reports are now available, published as part of the JHRP and subsequently JTRP collaborative venture between Purdue University and what is now the Indiana Department of Transportation.Free online access to all reports is provided through a unique collaboration between JTRP and Purdue Libraries. These are available at: http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/jtrpFurther information about JTRP and its current research program is available at:http://www.purdue.edu/jtrp
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